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Letter from the Trustees 
 
 The Wildlife Conservation Trust: heart felt conservation The Wildlife Conservation Trust (WCT) has been providing funds for wildlife conservation 
activities at the Hoedspruit Endangered Species Centre, for the treatment and rehabilitation of badly injured rhinos after having had their horns hacked off by 
poachers, towards the successful release of wild animals back into the wild after rehabilitation, water provision for the animals, anti-poaching initiatives, and 
community outreach and support. The success of these projects are mainly because of the compassionate hearts involved herein. Compassionate individuals 
work day and night to raise funds, to treat badly injured animals, to care and feed animals, to share insights and knowledge gained, to keep animal shelters and 
homes clean, to work in an office to make sure the administration side is up to date and run well, to do entries for accounting records, and to plan projects 
and their successful outcomes. Lente and Adine Roode are the driving force behind these initiatives, with their deep love for wildlife. Heidi and Allen Roberts 
have played a vital part in fundraising activities from the US. Heidi has tendered her resignation as trustee of the WCT, but will proceed with fundraising 
activities towards the initiatives of WCT. The Board of Trustees wish to thank her for her invaluable contribution towards the management of the Trust.  
 

DONATIONS, CORPORATE FUNDING AND FUNDRAISING INITIATIVES 
The Oak Foundation commits resources to 
addressing environmental concerns worldwide, 
and has donated funds to WCT for elephant 
care which included funding for the 
development of a milk substitute for elephant 
calves, and also the establishment of an 
elephant orphanage.  
 
The US Friends of the Hoedspruit 
Endangered Species Centre, was 
established as a non-profit organisation in the 
US by Heidi and Allen Roberts. Donations 

channeled through this entity, qualifies for tax 
exemptions in the US. Heidi and Allen Roberts 
transfer funds received by the US Friends of 
the Hoedspruit Endangered Species Centre to 
the WCT in South Africa to be applied towards 
its objectives, and has specifically funded the 
sinking of a borehole and the future 
construction of a reservoir to ensure adequate 
provision of water to the animals at the 
Hoedspruit Endangered Species Centre, 
amongst the many projects they have 
contributed towards.  

Investec is providing ongoing support to the 
WCT for the rescue of rhinos from poaching 
and to raise awareness about rhino poaching in 
South Africa.  
 
Individual donations via online platforms 
such as Global Giving are growing in value all 
the time, as well as corporate donations of 
cash and goods. The Barnyard fundraiser by 
WCT to raise funds for the elephant 
orphanage proved to be very successful.  

 
WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 

The goal of rescuing and caring for wild animals is to ultimately be able to release them back into the wild. Sometimes this means withholding contact with 
humans from them and just treating injuries and nursing them back to health while feeding them and building up their strength. In the past year WCT 
supported the successful release into the wild of a captive bred cheetah, 2 rhinos, and various smaller animals.  
 
Animals are cared for on a daily basis as part of the conservation programmes, including elephant, African wild cat, African wild dogs, blue crane, caracal, 
duiker, ground hornbill, leopard, leopard tortoise, lion, serval, steenbok, and rhino.  
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ANTI-POACHING 
Anti-poaching measures have become a big expense, especially where rhinos are being treated and kept. The rhinos at the Hoedspruit Endangered Species 
Centre are being dehorned at regular intervals, for their own safety. Experienced wildlife veterinary experts handle the dehorning procedures, and legislation 
and protocols are being followed for the removal of the horns from the premises at the same time, and for their safekeeping offsite thereafter. Funds are 
applied towards electric fencing and motion detectors, an anti-poaching unit, trained anti-poaching dogs, patrols, and the raising of awareness at schools and in 
the community.  
 

EDUCATION 
The Rhino Art Initiative is still an ongoing project at schools in the Greater Kruger communities with the objective of teaching the children that rhino horn 
holds no medicinal value and that rhino poaching must be stopped.  The Elephant Art Initiative has been undertaken by HESC and the WCT, together with the 
Kingsley Holgate Foundation, Land Rover SA and Camp Jabulani in the Greater Kruger and Gauteng communities.  The HESC Scholar Programme teaches 
learners about the importance of the conservation of nature.  
 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
WCT actively supported underprivileged local schools, such as Lumukisa Preparatory School, Tshokolo Primary School, local orphanage visits to HESC, Project 
Pencil to provide students in the local communities with stationery sets, and the Pack for a Purpose initiative which encourages travelers to use space in their 
luggage to pack supplies needed by community projects.  
 

RESEARCH 
WCT supports research with the aim to contribute to scientific knowledge required for the sustainability of endangered species. Ongoing projects such as the 
DNA profiling to ensure the genetic diversity of cheetah’s wildlife DNA forensic analysis, breeding of cheetahs to sustain their genetic diversity, rehabilitation 
of injured rhinos and ground-breaking work in developing protocols for treatment and rehabilitation of these animals. Hooded vulture projects, Southern 
ground hornbill research, and research into a developing a milk substitute for elephant calves are also ongoing. Research findings are shared with interested 
parties across Africa to assist with the feeding of orphan elephants. The innovative orthopedic solution, collaboration between wildlife specialists and caring 
programme by Jabulani staff that saved an elephant bull at Camp Jabulani after he sustained a fractured leg, has contributed hugely to knowledge in how to treat 
fractures like this and the aftercare involved, to bring about successful healing.  
 
The trustees wish to, once again, express their heartfelt gratitude to the generous donors, and especially for the ground-breaking work being done by Adine 
Roode and Lente Roode and the staff on the ground. The importance of research findings and the sharing thereof throughout Africa is vital for long term 
conservation efforts on the continent.   
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ABOUT THE TRUST
The establishment of the Wildlife Conservation Trust (WCT) on 27 February 2015 to source funding and administer the financing of such 
approved projects facilitated the donation of resources for projects.  
The WCT was established by a deed of trust that determines the following: 

• The sole objective of the trust is to conduct one or more public benefit activities as defined in section 30 (1) of the Income Tax Act, 1962, in a non-profit manner 
and with an altruistic or philanthropic intent; 

• All the activities and resources shall be exclusively applied for the furtherance of the objectives of the trust and; 
• No funds will be distributed, directly or indirectly, to any person (other than in the course of undertaking any public benefit activity); 
• On dissolution of the trust, the remaining assets will be transferred to any public benefit organisation with one or more similar objectives as those of the Wildlife 

Conservation Trust. 
 

MISSION 
To assist in the preservation of rare, vulnerable or 
endangered animal species, and to aid those who 
have the capacity, knowledge and experience to fulfil 
an active and sustained role in the broader realm of 
conservation. 
 
VISION 
To make a sustainable difference to vulnerable 
animals, specifically those under threat of extinction. 
To be a partner to those whose work is fundamental 
to conservation, but who are restricted by lack of 
money.  
 
OBJECTIVES 

• Engaging in sustainable activities relating to 
conservation, rehabilitation and the 
protection of wildlife; 

• Facilitating the care of animals in need, as 
well as the prevention of ill-treatment; 

• Engaging in education and training 
programmes relating to environmental 
awareness; 

• Working on projects that focus on 
educational enrichment, academic support, 

supplementary tuition or outreach 
programmes for the poor and needy;  

• Facilitating training for unemployed persons 
with the purpose of enabling them to find 
work that is meaningful and sustainable; 

• Assisting with the provision of school 
buildings or equipment for public schools 
and educational institutions engaged in 
public benefit activities. 
 

CORE VALUES 
• It is every individual’s responsibility to help 

to protect South Africa’s wildlife for future 
generations. 

• It is imperative to support public/private 
relationships to ensure the success of 
conservation efforts. 

• The WCT has a zero-tolerance policy for 
any illegal activities relating to the trade or 
sale of wildlife, or parts thereof. 
 

FUNDING  
The WCT is dependent on donations and 
sponsorships to maintain the various approved 
projects. The Trust also conducts fund-raising 

initiatives and the sourcing of corporate sponsorship 
and partnerships. 
Some of the projects supported and funded by 
the WCT have included: 

• Various long-term and intricate medical 
treatments to rehabilitate grossly injured 
rhinos that came to HESC after having had 
their horns hacked off by poachers. 
Treatments were performed by a dedicated 
team of curators, wildlife veterinarians and 
specialists (p14); 

• Anti-poaching initiatives at HESC the 
immediate surrounding area. (p8) 

• The installation of a 24-strand 7 900-volt 
electric fence and motion detectors; 

• The appointment of trained security guards; 
• The provision and training of anti-poaching 

dogs participating in Anti-Poaching initiatives 
in the direct vicinity. 

• The sinking of a borehole and the 
construction of a reservoir at a later date to 
ensure adequate provision of water; and 

• Ongoing monthly contributions to the 
variable costs as listed in the Financial 
Statements  
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CONSERVATION
Objectives 
The WCT partnered with HESC as the Centre has become an important role player in conservation and environmental education in South Africa. HESC aims 
to add to the broad conservation of endangered species by: 

• Releasing and establishing captive-bred cheetahs into the wild and by participating in the Endangered Wildlife Trust’s Southern African Cheetah metapopulation 
project, 

• Treating, rehabilitating and releasing injured and orphaned rhinos due to poaching incidents, 
• Educating learners, students and the general public in conservation and the role of predators, in sustaining ecosystems, 
• Conducting eco-tourism by maintaining a limited collection of species for display purposes to generate funds to sustain the activities of HESC, 
• Providing opportunities for focused research that benefits the survival of species, and 
• Provision of a safe alternative for damage-causing animals on commercial farms, with a view to ultimately re-introducing them to conservation areas that can 

accommodate them. 
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WCT Support for Conservation Programmes 
The WCT provides financial support for rhino and elephant programmes and rehabilitation, as well as for the hospitalisation and treatment of other injured 
animals. In addition to providing funding for the conservation programmes, the WCT further supports HESC in terms of costs associated with administration 
and management fees, depreciation, education, research, funding support expenses, lease rentals on operating lease, employee costs and travel.  
 
 

Release of Animals 
Into The Wild 
 
Releasing animals back into the wild is considered an 
important aspect of the conservation work 
conducted and is regularly done in terms of the 
various species accommodated or treated at the 
Centre. During the year under review a cheetah, two 
rhinos and various smaller animals were released. 
For details on cheetah release see below, for smaller 
animals page 10 and for rhinos page 12. 
 
 

Release of Captive-Bred Cheetah 
 
On 29 January, HESC released a captive-bred female cheetah in the Pidwa Wilderness Reserve. The release 
formed part of the Southern African cheetah meta-population programme facilitated by the Endangered Wildlife 
Trust (EWT), which entails selectively releasing captive-bred cheetahs to enhance the genetic diversity of the 
limited number of free-ranging members of the species in southern Africa. 
 
The release was conducted in stages whereby the cheetah was gradually introduced into areas to hunt for herself. 
She was monitored daily to ensure that she adapted to her new environment and was able to hunt successfully. 
Feedback received indicated that she was hunting successfully, which once again dispelled the myth that cheetahs 
born and raised in captivity cannot be released and sustain themselves in the presence of other predators in the 
wild.  
 
All releases of captive-bred cheetahs are thoroughly managed and monitored to ensure success. 
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Anti-Poaching Programmes 
 
Ensuring the safety of all animals at HESC, 
particularly those sought after by 
poachers, has become a major concern 
and expense. 
 
Initiatives in place to strengthen security include 
the following: 

• Participation in the Greater Kruger 
Environmental Protection Forum (GKEPF); 

• An anti-poaching unit consisting of trained 
security guards and canines; 

• Close liaison with the anti-poaching unit of 
Kapama;   

• A 24-strand 7 900-volt electric fence and 
motion detectors; and  

• A partnership with the Black Mambas to 
patrol HESC grounds.  

 
The partnership and collaboration with the Black Mamba Anti-Poaching Unit since September 2018 is an 
important cog in the security system. Three members of this all-female anti-poaching unit work shifts at HESC 
each day. The ladies patrol on foot working hand in hand with HESC’s well trained K9 unit and call in backup 
when needed. 
 
Established in 2013 by Transfrontier Africa, the Black Mamba Unit was formed to protect the Olifants West 
region of Balule Nature Reserve, but now protects all boundaries of Balule in the Greater Kruger National Park, 
as well as other reserves in Limpopo. 
 
The HESC Anti-poaching Unit continued its work of conducting programmes to create awareness of anti-poaching 
initiatives by staging demonstrations at Die Eiland Spa holiday resort near Tzaneen during school holidays. These 
programmes were halted for the period that HESC was under quarantine after the outbreak of TB. 
 
Visits to local schools were made in support of the Rhino Art and Elephant Art initiatives to created further 
conservation awareness. Talks on and demonstrations by die dog unit were also done for the school groups at 
Nungu Camp. 
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Animals species financed by WCT 
 
The cost of the animal conservation programmes is a significant expense in the annual budget. These costs, which 
include the daily care of animals, are financed by allocations from the WCT that are made possible through 
donations received from supporters. 
 
The WCT funds the conservation programmes of orphaned or injured rhinos (Ceratotherium simum) that have 
survived poaching events and are then rehabilitated at HESC to eventually be released back into the wild. The 
endangered African wild dogs (Lycaon pictus) at HESC are also funded, but because individual dogs are rarely 
successfully released into the wild, there is currently not an active breeding programme to increase their numbers. 
 
Other animals at HESC are brought or referred to the Centre as injured or orphaned, or arrived after being 
confiscated by environmental conservation authorities or animal welfare organisations. If animals cannot be 
returned to the wild, for whatever reason, they are retained at HESC for educational purposes. 
 
 
 
 
 

Species accommodated and 
funded by the WCT:  

Arican Elephant, 4 (Loxodonta Cyclotis);  
African Wild Cat, 2 (Felis Silvestris);  
African Wild Dog, 4 (Lycaon Pictus);  
Blue Crane, 12 (Anthropoides Paradiseus);  
Caracal, 1 (Caracal Caracal);  
Duiker, 2 (Sylvicapra Grimmia);  
Ground Hornbill, 2 (Bucorvus Leadbeateri);  
Leopard, 3 (Panthera Pardus);  
Leopard Tortoise,1 (Stigmochelys Pardalis);  
Lion, 2 (Panthera Leo);  
Sable Antelope, 17 (Hippotragus Niger Niger);  
Serval, 3 (Leptailurus Serval);  
Steenbok, 1 (Raphicerus Campestris);  
White Rhino, 11 (Ceratotherium Simum)  
And Zebra, 2 (Equus Burchelli). 
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Elephants 
During the period under review there were three elephant calves at HESC – Shawu having arrived in November 2016, Mopane in December 2017 and Raekie, a 
two-month-old orphan, in October 2018. Both Shawu and Mopane required intensive and ongoing treatment and care to which they initially responded well. The 
objective was to stabilise and rehabilitate the elephants so that they could be integrated with the Jabulani herd. 

Shawu 
Shawu’s epic walk on 7 April 2018 to be united with 
the Jabulani herd took place over a distance of 18 km 
from HESC to Camp Jabulani. The walk took almost 
all day due to many pit stops to drink, rest and even 
enjoy a mud bath. Shawu was accompanied by Adine 
Roode and a team of supporters. The introduction 
to the herd came to a jubilant and emotional end in 
the stables when Limpopo placed his trunk 
protectively round Shawu.  Shawu was the fourth 
orphaned calf that was successfully introduced to 
and accepted by the Jabulani herd. The little elephant 
adapted well to his new surroundings, which is why 
his sudden and unexpected death due to heart failure 
on 18 June 2018 caused immense sadness, not only 
to HESC and Jabulani staff, but also to the many 
supporters worldwide that had followed his 
progress since he first arrived at HESC. 
 

Mopane 
Mopane was very small and very frail when he 
arrived as a month-old baby in December 2017 after 
being found wandering on his own in the Kruger 
National Park near Phalaborwa. He stood barely 
waste high and no-one was sure whether the 
dehydrated little creature with an infected navel and 
a decided limp would pull through. However, 
immediate veterinarian treatment coupled with the 
ongoing care of dedicated Jabulani carers and HESC 
curators and staff has seen Mopane develop into a 
strapping young fellow with a very good appetite. 
Blood transfusions and many drips to rehydrate him 
after spells of diarrhea all formed part of his 
treatment regime. Two surrogate mothers, Lammie, 
followed later by Nungu, also did much to comfort 
him when he was ill. The intention remains to 
introduce Mopane to the Jabulani herd when he is 
older and stronger. 

Raekie 
Raekie arrived in October 2018. She was found alone 
near the Hluhluwe-Imfolozi Park in KwaZulu-Natal 
and taken to the Zululand Rhino Orphanage from 
where Jabulani was contacted and requested to take 
her. Her meeting with Mopane at HESC when she 
arrived was touching in the extreme – she couldn’t 
stop touching Mopane with her little trunk. The two 
immediately bonded and were soon inseparable – 
Raekie two months old and Mopane just over a year. 
By February 2019 Raekie weighed 105 kg and 
Mopane 259 kg. All seemed to be going well until late 
February when severe diarrhea and bacterial 
infections struck. Antibiotics, blood transfusions and 
drips were administered to save the little one that 
had become very dear to everyone. Teething during 
this time caused her further distress. 
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Elephant Orphanage 
The responsibility of caring for elephants at HESC will gradually be reduced as an elephant orphanage at the sister 
company Camp Jabulani is being planned. HESC has only limited facilities to care for the elephants and cannot 
provide the nurturing support of the Jabulani herd.   
 
We have started with training three elephant apprentice carers that will specifically focus on the elephants in the 
orphanage and their specific needs as they grow. The Jabulani Elephant carers are in the process of training the 
new orphanage apprentice carers and will be assisting them for time being while they get the hang of things.  
 
These appointments have created jobs for the local community – jobs that are set to be the start of a great new 
career, as the responsibility of carers extends for a very long time. Some carers might move on with the orphans 
when they join the herd, but some will stay with the orphans and orphanage. 
 
 
 
 

Timisa 
Timisa arrived at Camp Jabulani in November 2016 when she was introduced to the Jabulani Herd. She was very 
weak upon arrival but quickly gained her health and picked up weight after her introduction.  She has also settled 
in to the social structure of the Jabulani Herd.  Elephants are only weaned around 5 years depending on their 
nature and maturity.   
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Fishan 
Fishan, our 33-year-old elephant bull, injured his left front leg in September last 
year, after stepping into a man-made hole in the ground. His leg was too swollen 
to allow us to take decent X-rays, but it was clear that he had a fracture on the 
lower part of the leg, above the ankle joint. 
 
“Fishan’s leg was eventually placed in a cast – a very difficult procedure when it 
comes to elephants,” says Brett Mitchell,  trusted advisor to Jabulani and 
Chairman of the Elephant Reintegration Trust. “He was kept safe and still in a 
stable paddock during this time to restrict his mobility and allow time for the leg 
to heal. The cast ultimately cracked and came off, so a decision was made to 
rather put his leg in a splint, made from pipe connectors.  
 
After the first casting and then second casting, we didn’t know what would 
happen. I spoke to various people and a good team of experts that explored the 
different options. We searched for articles on anything we could grasp for 
assistance. 
 
We continued to give Fishan Dicalcium phosphate(CaHPO₄)and  
Methylsulfonylmethane (MSM). MSM is used as a natural healing solution 
and provides biologically active sulfur. The sulfur compound lowers inflammation 
and helps to increase bodily tissue. MSM also increases immunity and energy 
levels and is used as a popular joint health supplement. The CaHPO₄ provided 
additional calcium for the huge bone structure. Pain and anti-inflammatory 
medication was stopped at the end of last year to minimise the effect on his 
stomach. 
 
Eventually, Fishan started to walk more and more and began to join the herd 
once a week, then twice a week, and then every second day. Now he only stays 
behind in the stables twice a week. 
 
The treatment of Fishan was undertaken by Adine Roode and the Camp Jabulani 
team but was funded throught the WCT platform and initiatives contributed 
towards the costly procedures undertaken by Camp Jabulani.  The Treatment and 
research that was gathered from Fishan’s scenario will last for a long time and 
hopefully help with the treatment of future elephants. 
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Ground hornbills 
Two southern ground hornbills Gumpie and Skewy 
have been kept at HESC since 2010. The impressive 
colouring and size of the birds, together with their 
outgoing nature, continues to endear them to 
visitors at HESC. The birds are cared for in close 
cooperation with the Mabula Ground Hornbill 
Project. 
 
 

 
 
Leopards 
Three leopards are in the care of HESC. The two 
young, hand-reared female leopards of which HESC 
took custody in April 2015 at the request of nature 
conservation authorities, are still in the care of the 
Centre. The intention remains to release the animals 
back into a natural habitat and all rehabilitation has 
been conducted towards this end. There has been 
no human interaction in the rehabilitation of the 
animals other than the provision of food weekly. It is 
anticipated that the leopards will be released back 
into the wild in the coming year. 
  
Musina, the young leopard cub rescued in March 
2017 out of a tree next to the dead carcass of her 
mother, on which she had been feeding, is also still 
resident at HESC. She will also be released back into 
a suitable natural habitat. The little cub was found in 
the Musina district, Limpopo. 

 
Lions  
Scar and Mufasa, born to Piet and Lucky at HESC in 
2009, are still resident at the Centre and have 
continued to play an important role in educating 
visitors on the species and the threats facing lions in 
southern Africa and worldwide. School groups in 
particular have enjoyed learning about the species. In 
accordance with strict nature conservation 
regulations prohibiting the release of lions born in 
captivity, the two will remain at the Centre. 
 
A request was received from the Kruger National 
Park in March 2018 to take in a lion cub thought to 
be around five months old and found alone close to 
Phalaborwa. However, once at HESC the little cub 
tested positive for bovine tuberculosis and was 
euthanised as is prescribed in term of state 
veterinarian regulations.  
 
All animals brought to HESC are initially placed 
under quarantine and tested for transmittable 
diseases before being accepted and released at 
the Centre. 
 

 

Orphans 
Because of the facilities and expertise available at 
HESC, many injured or orphaned animals confiscated 
or found by environmental conservation authorities, 
animal welfare organisations or individuals are 
brought to the Centre where they are treated and 
rehabilitated to be released back into the wild. 
Although these orphans are often small animals, the 
cost implications of the interventions are significant.  
 
Orphans brought to HESC included a nyala, since 
released with two others on Kapama; three sable 
antelope released back on the reserve from where 
they came; duikers, kept in an enclosure at HESC; 
white-tailed mongoose; warthogs released on 
Kapama; serval released at Camp Jabulani; and three 
small-spotted genets from Sabi Sands and released 
close to Camp Jabulani. Rhino orphans are listed 
below. 
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RescuedRhinos@HESC 
 
The alarming escalation in rhino poaching in 
South Africa (and worldwide), has resulted in 
HESC increasingly being requested to provide 
sanctuary to injured and orphaned rhinos in need 
of treatment and rehabilitation.  
 
In all, 13 rhinos were provided with a home at 
HESC – nine orphaned rhino calves and four 
older rhinos.  
 
Rhino orphans 

Name 

Approx. 
age in 

months 
when 

arrived at 
HESC 

Reason 

Balu 1 Lost mother in storm 
Esme 1 Mother had no milk 
Gertjie 3 Mother poached 
Khulula 5 Mother poached 
Lula 5 Mother poached 
Matimba 1 Mother poached 
Nhlanhla 1 Mother had no milk 
Olivia 3 Mother poached 
Stompie 4 Mother poached and 

his tail was chewed 
off presumably by 
hyenas 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
Adult rhinos 

Name 

Approx. 
age in years 

when 
arrived at 

HESC 

Reason 
Date 

arrived / 
released 

Dingle 
Dell 

Unknown Injured in 
poaching 
incident 

4 Sept 
2013 /4 
Dec 2018 

Lion’s 
Den 

Unknown Injured in 
poaching 
incident 

4 Sept 
2013 / 4 
Dec 2018 

Ike 4 Injured in 
poaching 
incident 

Oct 2016 

Philippa 2 or 3 Injured and 
orphaned in 
poaching 
incident 

Jan 2016 

 
 
To relieve the financial burden of rehabilitating 
the rhinos, the RescuedRhinos@HESC 
project was launched. The aim was to create 
awareness of the plight of rhinos and to source 
funding for their care and rehabilitation at HESC. 
Combatting the massacre of these iconic animals 
remains of paramount importance. 
 
WCT funding was allocating for all initiatives 
associated with the rehabilitation, conservation 
and release of rhinos, as well for the maintenance 
and upgrading of facilities. 
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Release of Dingle Dell & Lion’s Den 
 
On 4 December 2018, two rehabilitated rhinos that were victims of a vicious poaching incident five years ago were released back into the wild after numerous and costly 
procedures to heal the gaping and bloody holes where their horns had been hacked off. Dingle Dell and Lion’s Den, as the two rhinos were named, are now free in nature 
again where they belong. The location of their release was not divulged publicly. The rehabilitation of these and other rhinos at HESC formed the foundation for future 
research on poached rhinos and will serve as the blueprint for rhino rehabilitation in future. 
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EDUCATION 
As part of its social responsibility programme, HESC endeavours to educate learners of the local community, and further afield, about conservation and involve them in HESC 
activities.  HESC believes that in this way, rhino custodians can be developed for the future that will contribute to creating conservation solutions. Various programmes are 
in place to this end. The WCT is in full support of these initiatives and provides funding for the programmes. 

 
Rhino & Elephant Art Initiative 

Rhino Art Initiative 

The Rhino Art initiative involves local Greater 
Kruger communities bordering areas where 
poaching takes place as well as various schools 
based in Gauteng. The aim is to create conservation 
awareness and a vested interest in protecting the 
rhino and other endangered species amongst the 
youth in general.  

In 2018, HESC and the WCT reached 3 786 learners 
in schools within the Gauteng and Greater Kruger 
areas.  

SCHOOL NUMBER 
OF 
LEARNERS 
REACHED 

REGION 

Chayiwe 
Primary School 

450 Greater Kruger 

Hurlyvale 
Primary  

89 (Grade 
1) 

Gauteng 

Jane Goodall 
Roots & Shoots 
Programme 

1 650 Greater Kruger 
and Gauteng 

Kgwaditiba 
Primary School 

277 Greater Kruger 

Lumukisa 
Preparatory 

280 (Grade 
R and 1) 

Greater Kruger  

Rivonia Primary 
School 

690 Gauteng 

Tshokolo 
Primary School 

350 Greater Kruger 

 Total: 3 786  
 
Elephant Art Initiative 
 
HESC and WCT partnered with the Kingsley 
Holgate Foundation, Land Rover SA and Camp 
Jabulani to encourage young people to record their 
thoughts about the ongoing elephant poaching crisis 
as a call to action against elephant poaching and all 
wildlife crime. The initiative is conducted within the 
Greater Kruger and Gauteng regions. 
 
The art template used in the project is an elephant 
conservation lesson-on-a-page designed to educate 
the youth. Zero Plus Printers is thanked for 
sponsoring the colouring sheet templates.  
 
In 2018, a total of 8 790 learners participated in this 
initiative in the Greater Kruger and Gauteng areas 
 
SCHOOL NUMBER OF 

LEARNERS 
REACHED 

REGION 

Afrika Tikkun 
Foundation 

3028 Gauteng 

Chayiwe 
Primary School 

450 Greater 
Kruger 

Daktari 210 Greater 
Kruger 

Hurlyvale 
Primary School 

578  Gauteng 

Jane Goodall 
Roots & Shoots 
Programme 

1 650 Greater 
Kruger and 
Gauteng 

Kgwaditiba 
Primary School 

277  Greater 
Kruger 

Lumukisa 
Preparatory 
School 

1 020 Greater 
Kruger  

Paulshof 
Educare Centre 

82 Gauteng 

Reddam House 
College 

420  Gauteng 

Skukuza 
Primary School 

480 Greater 
Kruger 

Step-by-Step 
Montessori 

45 Gauteng 

Tshokolo 
Primary School 

350 Greater 
Kruger 

Uplands 
College  

200  Greater 
Kruger 

 Total: 8 790  
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HESC Scholar Programme 
 
The HESC Scholar programme is designed to involve learners to “Ensure our Tomorrow” by offering them the opportunity to learn about nature and conservation while 
having fun. The programme includes a two-night/three-day experience at HESC during which children (10 to 12 years old and in Grade 7) are given the opportunity to learn 
about the importance of wildlife conservation and how they can make a difference. They learn about HESC’s various wildlife conservation projects and take that to their 
communities. HESC aims to equip every child to be a conservationist with 
the necessary skills to be a respected leader.   

COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
The WCT continued its active support of community-led initiatives that integrate conservation with sustainable rural development. This included HESC’s support of 
underprivileged local schools through donations or by providing opportunities for visits and tours.  
 

Lumukisa Preparatory School 
 
HESC continued its partnership with Lumukisa Preparatory in Acornhoek that was 
concluded in April 2016. The school with 1 021 learners and 39 teachers benefitted 
through HESC sharing its wish list with supporters and visitors and as a result 
received stationery, clothing, shoes, books and medical supplies. 
 
With the support of the WCT, HESC, also donated bibles to Grade 7 learners, 
painted Grade R classrooms on Mandela Day 2018, donated two 5000-litre JoJo 
water tanks and metal stands and sponsored ten learners from the school to 
participate in the HESC scholar programme. The value of the scholar programme 
totalled R21 690. 

 
Tshokolo Primary School 
Tshokolo Primary School in Acornhoek also derived benefit from the community 
outreach programmes of HESC, Camp Jabulani and the WCT. The school that 
supports 350 learners and 15 teachers received books for the library upgrade 
project, as well as stationery, clothing, shoes and sports equipment.  

 

Local orphanage visits to HESC 

HESC and the WCT hosted three groups of children from a local orphanage for a 
three-day visit to the Centre. The children received full accommodation and 
uniforms and participated in a programme designed to teach them about wildlife 
conservation, the environment and their natural heritage. Community 
involvement and the generous support of various companies made the 
programme possible.  
 

Project pencil 
This initiative continues to support students in the local community with basic 
stationery sets. The pencil boxes contain items such as pencils, pens, rulers, 
scissors, erasers, pencil crayons, glue sticks and sharpeners. 

Pack for a Purpose 
The Pack for a Purpose initiative remained an important component of 
community outreach programmes. The initiative encourages travellers to use 
space in their luggage to pack supplies needed by community projects around the 
world. Because HESC and Camp Jabulani are selected beneficiaries of this 
initiative, they were able to contribute donated items to surrounding 
communities. 
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RESEARCH  
Providing opportunities for focused research that benefits the survival of species has remained an important objective. Research is conducted within the context of 
international norms and standards and is subject to institutional scientific and ethical review. 
 
 
Over the past two decades, some 28 peer-reviewed scientific articles were 
published arising from work done at HESC. This research, focussing on health, 
nutrition, management and genetics, contributes substantially to the knowledge 
relevant to increasing the health and welfare of cheetahs and other endangered 
species in the wild and in captivity. It is proof of the intention to contribute to the 
scientific knowledge required for the sustainability of endangered species.  

 
Many of the research projects are ongoing and include the following:  

• DNA profiling of cheetahs  
DNA profiling is conducted in accordance with the scientific regulations 
for wildlife DNA forensic analysis. The process is aimed at preventing 
inbreeding and is an integral part of the conservation of rare, vulnerable 
and endangered animal species 

• Breeding of cheetahs to sustain the genetic diversity of the species 
HESC is a source of cheetahs for relocation into the wild to sustain the 
genetic diversity of the species in the Endangered Wildlife Trust’s cheetah 
metapopulation project in Southern Africa. 

• Rehabilitation of injured rhinos 
HESC has over the years increasingly provided sanctuary to rhinos 
injured and orphaned due to poaching. In the process, ground-breaking 
work has been done in developing protocols for the treatment and 
rehabilitation of the animals. 

• Kruger-to-Canyons (K2C) hooded vulture project 
The aim of this project, conducted in collaboration with international 
partners, is to investigate the breeding biology of these endangered birds, 

their nest site selection, factors affecting their movements and their 
feeding ecology. HESC granted access to its vulture restaurant where 
much of the research is being conducted. 

• Southern ground hornbill research  
HESC collaborates closely with the Mabula Ground Hornbill Trust and is 
home to a breeding pair of this endangered bird.  

• Developing a milk substitute for suckling elephant calves 
Camp Jabulani continued its research on developing a milk substitute 
suitable for the metabolic needs and development of the intestinal tract of 
young elephant calves. The research is challenging as very little 
information is available on the digestive biochemistry of suckling elephants 
and the composition of elephant milk. The research was conducted with 
the support of the Oak Foundation and was particularly relevant in the 
raising of the elephant calves Mopane and Shawu.  
Information obtained as result of this research was shared with interested 
parties. Adine Roode travelled to Ghana and Mozambique during the 
course of the year to advise on the feeding of young elephant calves in 
projects there.  

• Orthopaedic research 
When the Camp Jabulani elephant bull Fishan fractured the lower ulna 
bone of his left front leg in September 2018, the prognosis was initially 
that he might not survive the ordeal. However, innovative orthopaedic 
solutions, collaboration between wildlife specialists and dedicated caring 
by Jabulani staff resulted in healing of the fracture. 
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FUNDRAISING 
The WCT is dependent on donations and sponsorships to maintain the various projects undertaken in terms of research, education, relocation and rescuing 
abandoned and orphaned animals. Focused fundraising and the seeking of corporate sponsorships form an integral part of the operational activities. A part-time 
position of fundraiser was utilised. 
 
 
Oak Foundation 
 
The Oak Foundation commits its resources to 
addressing issues of global, social and environmental 
concern, particularly those that have a major impact 
on the lives of the disadvantaged. The WCT is a 
beneficiary of the Foundation and received an 
amount of R2 414 452. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
US Friends of HESC 
 
We acknowledge the tireless efforts of Heidi and 
Alllen Roberts in New York who established the 
charitable organisation US Friends of HESC as a 
501(c)(3) non-profit organisation that continued to 
provide valuable and much appreciated financial 
support. The annual fundraising dinners have 
become a highlight on the New York social calendar 
and not only raise substantial funds for HESC, but 
create significant awareness of our cause. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Investec Rhino Lifeline (IRL)  
 
Investec Rhino Lifeline supports the rescue of 
orphaned rhinos by partnering with experts who can 
rehabilitate and eventually release them into well 
protected areas of the wild. The initiative is aimed at 
raising awareness of the plight of rhinos and to raise 
funds for the conservation of the critically 
endangered species. 
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Corporate Donations  
Corporate donations remained a significant source of income.  
Platter Project 
The Platter Project aims to create awareness 
around wildlife conservation and organ donation by 
selling beautiful hand-painted platters. As a selected 
beneficiary on the project since 2016, the WCT 
received a total of R22 928.06 in 2018.  
 
 

Woolworths MySchool MyPlanet 
Programme 
This programme affords shoppers the opportunity 
to donate a percentage of every spend to a selected 
charity of their choice. As a beneficiary of the 
programme the WCT received an amount of R8 
267.05 in the period March to December 2018.   
 

Highline Tours 
Highline Tours made a monthly contribution of 
lucern and teff towards rhino animal feed to the 
value R4 650.00. 
 

Online donations  
HELP.HESC 
Help.hesc maintains an online portal that enables 
donors to pledge their support by either fostering 
one of the Centre’s animals, making a donation 
towards the wish list or making a donation via the 
PayPal platform. 
The WCT is registered on the 
GlobalGiving and GivenGain platforms. 
 
GlobalGiving  
GlobalGiving is the largest global crowdfunding 
community connecting non-profits, donors and 
companies worldwide that enables donors to make 
safe and easy donations. Donations are tax-
deductible in the United States, while a taxpayer in 
the United Kingdom that donates in GBP can claim 
an additional 25% back if Gift Aid eligible.  
 
The WCT currently has four projects running on 
the GlobalGiving platform, namely: 

• Be Kind to Rhinos (Esme and David) 
https://www.globalgiving.org/projects/bekin
dtorhinos/  

• Every Single Elephant Counts 
https://www.globalgiving.org/projects/hesc-

elephant-sanctuary-
everysingleelephantcounts/  

• Big Rhinos Need Big Hearts Too 
https://www.globalgiving.org/projects/big-
rhinos-need-big-hearts-too/  

• Sponsor A Child for Conservation 
https://www.globalgiving.org/projects/spons
or-a-child-for-conservation/GivenGain – 
https://www.givengain.com/c/wct/  

A fifth project, Ride 947 for Rhinos with HESC 
Campaign, runs on the GivenGain platform: 
http://www.givengain.com/c/wct/campaigns/ 
 
Goods In Kind 
Goods in kind donated by various companies and 
concerns provided valuable support for the day to 
day needs of HESC. Companies include: 
 
Bob Martin Dog Food, Freight Care Logistics, G&H 
Transport, Hurlyvale Primary School, Kyron 
Laboratories, Laerskool Garsfontein, Nedbank, PPC 
Cement, Pick n Pay Hoedspruit, Pick n Pay 
Noordheuwel, and Stafford Brothers & Draeger. 

 
Art Initiatives & Exhibitions 
Various exhibitions and initiatives contributed to 
fundraising for Rescued Rhinos @ HESC. The Art 
Zoo Studio and Raising Rhinos hosted the ‘Paint to 
save a Rhino’ fundraising event that raised R3 500. 
Other successful fundraisers by young nature 
conservationists included Phoebee and Baylee 
Roberts Raising Rhinos that participated in the Paint 
for Rhinos initiative and raised R3 500.This initiative 
also donated knitted blankets for the baby elephants. 
Hurlyvale Primary School’s World Rhino Day 
celebration raised R8 809, while Rivonia Primary 
School raised R4 000 through the sale of their Save 
the Rhino keyrings. 
 
Sporting Initiatives 
Telkom 94.7 Cycle Challenge – Ride for a Purpose 
The annual cycle race in Johannesburg provides an 
opportunity to participate either for a personal 
cause or a selected charity. In all, 90 cyclists 
supported the WCT in the 2018 Challenge. 
Sponsors of the race  included Antalis, Domains, 
Gazebo’s for Hire, Investec Rhino Lifelife (IRL), 
Pharma2U, Spokesworks and Zero Plus Printing.
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FINANCIALS 
Financial Year Start:  1 March 
Financial Year End:  28 February 
Financials audited by an independent auditor 
 
1. Financial Trend Analysis: 
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2.  Officers, Directors, Trustees, and Key Employees 
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